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The importance of thorium for sustainability of nuclear power has been recognized way
back in 1950s. High abundance in nature, a higher neutron yield per fission over a wide
range of neutron energy (in the thermal and epithermal range), single valency of thorium
which leads to higher stabilities of it’s compounds and much reduced production of long
lived radioactive waste in the Th‐U233 fuel cycle have made thorium a very attractive source
material for generation of nuclear energy. The thorium based fuel cycle is associated with
the generation of U232. Some of the daughter products of U232 have short half‐lives and emit
strong gamma rays. Therefore, U233 related activities such as fuel fabrication and
subsequent fuel handling would need shielding and remote access. The first part of the
paper will summarize the basic advantages and associated problems with the operation of
thorium fuel cycle. Thorium being a fertile material, it’s utilization in the power generation
program requires judicious adoption of appropriate fuel cycles. Different approaches for
thorium utilization in solid fuelled, molten salt and accelerator driven subcritical reactor and
their merits and demerits will be discussed. The scientific issues connected with thorium in
heavy water and light water reactors have been examined in terms of in‐situ burning of U233,
saving in uranium, Pu generation, enhancement of burn up, and reprocessing challenges.
Based on the analyses it has been argued that for a country such as India where the fissile
inventory is not large and the policy of closed fuel cycle is adopted, an early introduction of
thorium can only reduce uranium consumption to a limited extent. However, for gaining
experience in thorium fuel cycle and for evaluating performance of thorium based fuel
experimental irradiation of such fuels of different compositions are in progress. Molten salt
reactors are quite promising for Th‐U233 fuel cycles both from safety and fissile breeding
point of view. For countries having an access to a large inventory of fissile materials,
introduction of thorium for power generation can be effected at an early stage. The
strategy, however, is also dictated by the policy of adoption of the once through or the
closed fuel cycle.
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